JOB DESCRIPTION – DIGITAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
About MHP + Mischief
MHP + Mischief is a unique combination of two market-leading brands. Together, we are
greater than the sum of our parts.
We are a collection of 200 communications specialists, blending behavioural science,
influencer strategy, creativity, audience insight and industry expertise.
MHP helps clients navigate a volatile, activist and tribal landscape we call The Networked
Age. Mischief helps brands earn attention by playing with the norm and working at the
speed of life.
Our specialist areas include consumer comms, corporate reputation, crisis management,
capital markets, public affairs, health and financial services.
We represent some of the most-loved, most-trusted and most intensely scrutinised brands
in the country, including Asda, AstraZeneca, Coca Cola E.ON, Huawei, Nationwide,
Restaurant Group, Revolut, TUI, and Vodafone.
We are PR Moment Agency of the Year and two of the most-awarded teams in the
industry. Our work for the NHS is PR Week’s “Campaign of the Decade” and we are twotime winners of The Creative Shootout.

The role
We are looking for a full-time digital account manager who can use their expertise to
enhance our offering and reputation in strategic comms. The successful candidate will
work predominantly with MHP but also support Mischief.
Our agency’s digital work is diverse; one moment you’ll be tasked with reaching finance
directors of local councils, the next to design a grassroots campaign driving consumer
participation in a global health awareness day. It’s critical that you have worked, and enjoy
working, in designing digital campaigns and activating digital platforms that aren’t just for
consumer audiences – complex audiences are our speciality!
Your role is three-fold; to be part of client account teams, to input and participate in new
business and to be a digital ambassador within the business. The exact nature of the work
will be varied, from light touch involvement (e.g. contributing to brainstorms, attending a
kick-off meeting, providing some written thoughts to supplement a presentation) through
to leading a specific strand of digital work (e.g. analysis of a digital campaign’s
performance, developing and running content calendars).
The role will therefore suit somebody with digital experience in earned media who is active
across a range of platforms (Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, Twitter) and has a genuine
love for the power of digital to reach and influence people online.
Reporting in to the Head of Creative Services, you will actively help shape and inform the
future development of Digital and the role it plays within Engine Communications.

Key responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Owning and leading digital strands of client account work
Providing strategic and tactical advice and counsel to clients, being a go-to contact for
clients and developing meaningful relationships
Support successful pitch teams, developing and pitching powerful digital strategies and
activations that deliver against the brief and produce measurable outcomes
Developing, managing and activating content plans
Developing influencer-led strategies / campaigns
Managing relationships with suppliers of key insight tools and partners such as
production and media agencies
Coordinating and managing our Digital Champions training programme which is
fostering digital capabilities wider within the agencies and breeding a culture of digital
Work with the wider Creative Services team to up sell the digital offering to the
different practices
Actively look for new tools and resources that can enhance our offering
Work with and grow MHP + Mischief’s family of suppliers and partners, building a roster
of best-in-class partners
Participate in MHP + Mischief marketing activities to promote the business and build
our brand

The successful candidate will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exhibit knowledge and deep understanding of digital and how it plays out within the
earned, owned, paid and shared media
Be experienced in managing clients and owning client relationships
Have experience in digital earned media in B2C and B2B environments
Have good analytical skills
Be able to simplify, distil and articulate complex problems with clarity (tailored to
varied knowledge levels)
Ability to navigate digital and regulated environments (you don’t have to know all the
rules, teams can help you with that, but you do have to be able to work within them.
Training in areas like the ABPI code will be provided)
Good time and account management skills; some weeks can be fast paced, but this
shouldn’t faze you
Have a proven track record of pitching new business, selling digital strategies and
campaigns that demonstrate an understanding of a client’s objectives / challenges
Have their finger on the pulse of digital innovation to ‘bring the outside in’ and inspire
teams and clients

What we offer
You can expect a great working environment and superb benefits to match, including: Free
breakfast at the in-house café/bar, gym discounts, pension, season ticket loan, cycle to
work scheme and much more! Our unique structure and culture has meant we’ve featured
in The Sunday Times’ Best Company To Work For Top 100 list eight years in a row too.
Reporting to Gemma Irvine, Head of Creative Services

